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Glottal open quotient in singing: Measurements and correlation
with laryngeal mechanisms, vocal intensity, and fundamental
frequency
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This article presents the results of glottal open-quotient measurements in the case of singing voice
production. It explores the relationship between open quotient and laryngeal mechanisms, vocal
intensity, and fundamental frequency. The audio and electroglottographic signals of 18 classically
trained male and female singers were recorded and analyzed with regard to vocal intensity,
fundamental frequency, and open quotient. Fundamental frequency and open quotient are derived
from the differentiated electroglottographic signal, using the DECOM~DEgg Correlation-based
Open quotient Measurement! method. As male and female phonation may differ in respect to
vocal-fold vibratory properties, a distinction is made between two different glottal configurations,
which are called laryngeal mechanisms: mechanism 1~related to chest, modal, and male head
register! and mechanism 2~related to falsetto for male and head register for female!. The results
show that open quotient depends on the laryngeal mechanisms. It ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 in
mechanism 1 and from 0.5 to 0.95 in mechanism 2. The open quotient is strongly related to vocal
intensity in mechanism 1 and to fundamental frequency in mechanism 2. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1850031#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Rs@SM# Pages: 1417–1430
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I. INTRODUCTION

Voice quality is mainly due to the characteristics
vocal-fold vibratory movement. Thus, a better understand
of these properties would help to characterize voice qua
In this context, the open quotientOq is a glottal source pa
rameter of considerable interest, as it has been reported
related to voice qualities such as ‘‘breathy’’ and ‘‘presse
~e.g., Alku and Vilkman, 1996; Klatt and Klatt, 1990!. It is
defined as the ratio of the glottal open time over the fun
mental period. It is a dimensionless parameter, ranging f
0 ~no opening! to 1 ~no or incomplete closure!. This glottal
source parameter is the counterpart of the closed quo
Cq , given thatOq512Cq . It can be measured directly b
the use of high-speed visualization~Childers et al., 1990;
Timcke et al., 1958!, photoglottographic signals~Dejonck-
ere, 1981; Hansonet al., 1990; Kitzing, 1982, 1983; Kitzing
et al., 1982; Kitzing and Sonesson, 1974!, electroglot-
tographic ~EGG! signals ~Childers et al., 1990; Hanson
et al., 1990; Lecluse, 1977; Lecluse and Brocaar, 19
Miller et al., 2002; Orlikoff, 1991!. Indirect methods have
also been used, based on inverse filtering of volume velo
or acoustic signals~Holmberget al., 1988, 1989, 1995; Sun
dberget al., 1999a!. It has also been related to the amplitu
differenceH1* 2H2* between the first two harmonics of th

a!Electronic mail: henrich@lam.jussieu.fr
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acoustic signal spectrum after a formant-based correc
~Hanson, 1995, 1997; Sundberget al., 1999a!.

Most of these studies showed a variation of open q
tient with vocal intensity in speech and singing. A decrea
of open quotient with increase of vocal intensity was fou
with high-speed visualization of one male speaker~Timcke
et al., 1958!, photoglottographic analysis of 20 fema
speakers~Kitzing and Sonesson, 1974!, electroglottographic
analysis of ten male speakers~Orlikoff, 1991!, and glottal
flow analysis of 25 male and 20 female speakers~Holmberg
et al., 1988!, and six country singers~Sundberg et al.,
1999b!. Only a slight trend was found by Hansonet al.
~1990! on photoglottographic analysis of 12 male speake
No relation was found by Lecluse and Brocaar~1977! on
electroglottographic analysis of six untrained male singe
which could be explained by the use of a slightly differe
open-quotient definition, distinguishing opening time a
open time.

The variation of open quotient with fundamental fr
quency has also been explored. In the case of male spea
previous research has not shown any relationship betw
open quotient and fundamental frequency whatever the m
surement method~Childerset al., 1990; Hansonet al., 1990;
Lecluse and Brocaar, 1977; Timckeet al., 1958!. In the case
of female speakers, an increase of open quotient with
increase of fundamental frequency was found by Kitzing a
Sonesson~1974!. Holmberget al. ~1989! observed that open
1417417/14/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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quotient tended to increase with fundamental frequency
both male and female speakers, although the correlation
not strong. Studying trained and untrained male and fem
singers, Howard~1995! reported a variation in open quotien
with fundamental frequency in the case of female singe
depending on the singer’s experience, but no relation
tween these parameters was found in the case of male sin
~Howard et al., 1990!. No relation between open quotien
and fundamental frequency was found in the case of six
mier male country singers~Sundberget al., 1999b!.

The differences found between male and female subj
may be due to the use of different laryngeal mechanis
which differ with respect to the length and thickness of t
vocal folds, as well as to the muscular laryngeal tensi
involved in the process of voice production~Hirano, 1982;
Roubeau, 1993!. Indeed, voice production can be divide
into four main laryngeal mechanisms, the evidence for s
division being provided by the noticeable transitions in t
electroglottographic signals during the production of a g
sando~Henrichet al., 2003; Roubeau, 1993; Roubeauet al.,
1991!. The laryngeal mechanisms can be related to the w
known voice registers:vocal fry is produced in mechanism 0
the so-calledchestor modal register and maleheadregister
are produced in mechanism 1, thefalsettoregister~male! or
headregister~female! are produced in mechanism 2 and t
flageolet, or whistle, register is produced in mechanism
Mechanisms 1 and 2 are commonly used in speech and s
ing. In mechanism 1, the vocal folds are thick, leading
vertical phase differences in vibration, and longer clos
and opening phases as compared to mechanism 2, wher
vocal folds are thin and vibrate without any vertical pha
difference~Hollien, 1974!. Therefore, it is reasonable to ex
pect lower open-quotient values in mechanism 1 than
mechanism 2. All the studies found in the literature seem
confirm this assumption~Kitzing, 1982; Lecluse, 1977
Lecluse and Brocaar, 1977!. A study of the frequency jump
at the transition between mechanisms in singing brough
light sudden changes in closed quotient that accompan
precede the transition~Miller et al., 2002!. In a study of male
singers, Sundberg and Ho¨gset~1999! showed that the open
quotient differences between mechanisms were larger
baritones, as compared with tenors and counter tenors,
may even have equal open quotient in both mechanisms

The open quotient seems to be strongly dependent on
laryngeal mechanism used by the speaker or the singer
ing vocal production. A study of the open quotient’s relatio
ship to parameters such as vocal intensity or fundame
frequency therefore needs to take laryngeal mechanism
account. Unfortunately, few studies have done so. This co
partly explain the lack of convergence between studies
this issue.

To date, no study has been specifically devoted to a
tailed exploration of the variations of open quotient in we
ern operatic singing. Our purpose is to provide an overv
of the variations of open quotient with vocal intensity a
fundamental frequency for all the main tessituras in class
singing voice production, taking into account the laryng
mechanisms involved. We hope that our results will help
make sense of the seemingly conflicting results of other s
1418 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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ies. The voice database recorded for the purpose of this s
and the analysis method are presented in Sec. II. In orde
avoid the problems and limitations inherent in inverse filt
ing ~Henrich, 2001; Henrichet al., 2001!, electroglottogra-
phy was chosen as a noninvasive technique to measure
glottal vibratory movement, and the differentiated EGG s
nal ~DEGG! was used for open-quotient measurements.
Sec. III, the results of the database analysis will be presen
pointing out the relations of open quotient with larynge
mechanisms, vocal intensity, and fundamental frequen
These relations will be discussed in Sec. IV, and the m
results will be summarized in Sec. V.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

A. Recording procedure

Recording sessions took place in a soundproof boo
The acoustic signal was recorded using a 1/2 in. conde
microphone~Brüel & Kjær 4165! placed 50 cm from the
singer’s mouth, a preamplifier~Brüel & Kjær 2669!, and a
conditioning amplifier~Brüel & Kjær NEXUS 2690!. The
electroglottographic signal was recorded by the use of a t
channel electroglottograph~EG2, Rothenberg, 1992!. Both
signals were recorded simultaneously on the two channe
a DAT recorder~PORTADAT PDR1000!. A calibration for
absolute sound-pressure level~SPL! measurement was car
ried out in each recording session by using the NEXUS a
plifier to generate a reference tone, which was sent thro
the acquisition chain and recorded on the DAT recorder
addition, an analog sound-level meter was placed close to
microphone, while the singers were asked to produce a
tained sound at a relatively steady loudness of their cho
The SPL recorded by the sound-level meter was noted
used later for assessing the validity of the reference-t
calibration procedure.

The singers were asked to stand still during the wh
recording session, and their position was marked on the fl
As they were not physically constrained in terms of bod
movements, head movements could occur during the rec
ing, which should have a second-order effect on the S
measurements at 50 cm.

B. Subjects

Eighteen trained singers were recorded for this stu
seven baritones~subjects B1 to B7!, two tenors~T1,T2!,
three counter tenors~CT1 to CT3!, three mezzo-soprano
~MS1 to MS3!, and three sopranos~S1 to S3!. Most of them
were professional singers, earning their living from singin
Among other questions, the singers were asked to indicat
what range of pitch they used mechanisms 1 and 2.
answers are given in Fig. 1. Notice the presence of a
quency band where both mechanisms can be used. To
duce these frequencies, the singer can thus choose to ph
either in mechanism 1 or in mechanism 2.

C. Protocol

For each singer, the recording session lasted abou
min. The singer was asked to go through a precise proto
Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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FIG. 1. Tessitura of the 18 singers recorded for this study, as given by the singer. For each singer, the pitch range is given in mechanism 1~M1! and
mechanism 2~M2!. In the case of baritone B5, no range is given in mechanism 2, as this singer did not use it at all and so had no idea about his ra
age and the years of training are also given. Four of them are not professional singers~B1, MS1, MS2, and MS3!.
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~see below!, and, if necessary, to describe his/her vocal p
duction in terms of voice registers, or voice quality. Indee
singers are apparently able to identify the laryngeal mec
nism in which they phonate, information worth eliciting. W
chose to use a noninvasive method for measuring glottal
tivity and only gathered information on vocal intensity~I!,
fundamental frequency (f 0), and open quotient (Oq). The
protocol for this experiment is thus devised to study op
quotient variations as a function of fundamental frequen
and vocal intensity for singing exercises~e.g., sustained
vowels and crescendos! and for musical sentences~sung sen-
tences!. The subjects were asked to reduce the amoun
vibrato if possible. The tasks were as follows:

~1! Speech/singing/shouting: A sentence in French, cho
by the subject, was first spoken, then sung, and fin
shouted.

~2! Sung sentence: The first bars of Gounod’sAve Maria
were performed with various degrees of loudness~piano,
mezzo-forte, forte!.

~3! Sustained vowels and crescendos/decrescendos: T
selected vowels@a#, @e#, and @u# were performed at dif-
ferent pitches depending on the singer’s pitch range~see
Table I! and at three degrees of loudness: piano, mez
forte, and forte. The subject was asked to maintain vo
color, pitch, and loudness during production. The sou
were 4 to 8 s long, and in cases when the laryng
mechanism could not be straightforwardly identified, t
subject indicated which laryngeal mechanism he or
was using. Following these tasks, the singers were as
to perform crescendos and decrescendos on the sele
pitches and vowels.

TABLE I. Pitches sung by the singers for the sustained-vowels
crescendo-decrescendo tasks. When only the lower and upper pitche
given, the ascending scale is diatonic.

B1 C3, G3, C4, E4 CT1 D3, A3, D4, A4, D5
B2 C3, G3, C4, E4 CT2 D3, A3, D4, A4, D5
B3 C3, G3, C4, E4 CT3 B3 to E5
B4 C3, G3, C4, E4 MS1 C4, E4, G4, C5, E5
B5 A2 to C4 MS2 F3, G3, B3, C4, E4, G4, C5, E5
B6 C3 to C4 MS3 G3 to A4
B7 A2 to B3 S1 G4, C5, E5, G5
T1 F3 to C5 S2 G4, A4, C5, E5
T2 B2 to F4 S3 G4, C5, E5, G5, C6
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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~4! Glissandos: Rising and falling glissandos, mezzo-fo
continuous, and~if possible! without vibrato, were re-
quested at the end of the session.

Each task was only performed once, apart from the g
sandos which could be repeated several times. The us
both mechanisms was not mandatory in this study, and so
singers were not asked to repeat a task while singing in
other laryngeal mechanism. However, some singers so
times volunteered to do so. Singer CT1 repeated
sustained-vowels task on pitch D4~293 Hz!, mezzo-forte, in
both mechanisms. Singers B2, B3, B4, B7, T2, CT1, CT
and CT3 repeated either the spoken, the shouted, or the
French sentence in both mechanisms. Singers T1, T2, C
CT2, MS1, and S2 sang theAve Maria air in both mecha-
nisms.

Another part of the protocol was dedicated to the exp
ration of various voice qualities. In the first task, the cho
of voice quality was left to the singer. In the second ta
voice qualities were specified, such as natural versus lyr
voice production. The exploration of these voice qualit
from a perceptual and acoustical point of view is underw
~Garnieret al., 2004!.

D. Analysis method

The fundamental frequency and the open quotient
measured from the DEGG signal, by using the DECO
~DEgg Correlation-based Open quotient Measureme!
method as described in a previous paper~Henrich et al.,
2004!. The method will be summarized here, and we re
the reader to that paper for more detail.

An EGG signal gives information about the vocal-fo
contact area. A sudden variation in the contact will lead
noticeable peaks in the derivative~DEGG signal!. These
peaks can accurately be related to the glottal opening
closing instants, which are, respectively, defined as the
stants at which the glottal flow starts to increase greatly fr
or decrease greatly toward the baseline~Childerset al., 1990,
1983!. The fundamental period can thus be derived from
DEGG signal by measuring the duration between two c
secutive glottal closing instants. The duration between a g
tal opening instant and the consecutive glottal closing ins
corresponds to the open time. The open quotient can be

d
are
1419Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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rived from these two measures as the ratio between o
time and fundamental period.

The DECOM method is applied to a four-period wi
dowed DEGG signal which is separated into two parts:
positive part, which shows strong peaks related to glo
closing instants, and its negative part, which shows wea
peaks related to glottal opening instants. The fundame
period duration is derived from the autocorrelation functi
calculated on the positive part of the DEGG signal. The op
time is derived from the intercorrelation function calculat
between the positive part and the negative part.

These measures are accurate in the case where the
tal opening and/or closing peaks are single and precise
some cases, however, the DEGG signal can present doub
multiple peaks during the opening or the closing pha
Therefore, the DECOM method automatically detects dou
or undefined peaks, and only the measurements on gl
cycles for which the opening and closing peaks are uni
are taken into account in this study.

III. RESULTS

This part presents the results of the open-quotient m
surements. We will first deal with its relation to the larynge
mechanisms and then explore the correlation with vocal
tensity and fundamental frequency.

A. Open quotient and laryngeal mechanism

Several performing situations have been studied with
gard to the open-quotient variation from one mechanism
another: on spoken and sung sentences, within the s
pitch on sustained vowels, and during a glissando, i.e
variation of fundamental frequency. As performing a task
both mechanisms was not obligatory, only a few cases
presented here, and they relate mainly to male voices.

1. Spoken and sung sentences

The results concerning the mean variation of open q
tient during the French sentence, either spoken, shoute
sung, are illustrated in Fig. 2. It should be noted that a giv
singer did not necessarily produce the three tasks~speech,
singing, and shouting! using both mechanisms. For instanc
it may be easier for a male singer to speak than to sing
mechanism 2~M2!. The three baritones and the tenor, who
results are plotted in Fig. 2, did not succeed in singing
sentences in both mechanisms. In most cases, vocal inte
is kept rather constant between M1 and M2, the differen

FIG. 2. Mean values and standard deviations of open quotient measure
the French sentences spoken, sung or shouted in mechanisms 1~M1! and 2
~M2!.
1420 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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in mean value being at most 10 dB with a mean difference
4.2 dB. A great difference in the open-quotient mean val
is observed in every case between mechanism 1~M1! and
mechanism 2~M2!. Whatever the vocal production is, th
mean values of open quotient are between 0.4 and 0.6
M1, and between 0.65 and 0.8 in M2. In the case of coun
tenor CT1, who sang and shouted the sentence in b
mechanisms, a difference between singing and shoutin
found in M1. It goes along with a 10-dB increase in voc
intensity, which could be the effect of increased vocal eff
in shouting. The relation between open quotient and vo
intensity will be developed in more detail in Sec. III B.

During theAve Maria task, a few singers also manage
to sing in both mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 3. Vocal int
sity does not vary much between both productions in m
cases, the differences in mean value between M1 and
being at most 8 dB with a mean difference of 3.8 dB. T
pitch is quite different, allowing the singers to sing comfo
ably in one and the same mechanism over the whole s
tence. Only counter tenor CT2 managed to sing the sente
in both mechanisms at the same pitch, with a mean vo
intensity of 77 dB in both cases. The differences in op
quotient between the two laryngeal mechanisms are also
vious in these examples, except in the case of tenor T1.
greatest difference is found for soprano S2, withOq50.54 in
M1 and 0.8 in M2. In this case, mean vocal intensity is
dB in M1 and 88 dB in M2.

2. Sustained vowels

The use of one mechanism or another often goes wi
change of fundamental frequency. However, counter te
CT1 sang three sustained vowels@a#, @e#, and @u# in both
mechanisms on the same pitch~D4, 293 Hz!. The results are
given in Table II and illustrated in Fig. 4 in the case of vow
@a#.

A noticeable difference is found in open quotient b
tween the two mechanisms. Laryngeal mechanism 1 is c

onFIG. 3. Mean values and standard deviations of open quotient measure
the musical phraseAve Mariaof Gounod, sung in mechanisms 1~M1! and
2 ~M2!.

TABLE II. Open quotient and vocal intensity@mean~standard deviation!#
measured during sustained vowels sung by counter tenor CT1 in M1 or
at the same pitch~D4, 293 Hz!.

@a# @e# @u#

Oq I Oq I Oq I

M1 0.64 ~0.02! 88 ~3! 0.64 ~0.01! 83 ~3! 0.65 ~0.02! 82 ~2!
M2 0.77 ~0.02! 79 ~3! 0.77 ~0.04! 77 ~3! 0.77 ~0.03! 79 ~3!
Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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acterized by a mean value of open quotient of 0.64 a
mechanism 2 by a mean value of 0.77. These results are
similar to those obtained by this subject during the su
sentence~see Fig. 2!. Mean vocal intensity is 88 dB in M1
and 79 dB in M2. The spectral analysis shows a noticea
decrease of energy in the high-frequency part of the sp
trum in M2. Nevertheless, both phonations were judged
perceptually similar by the authors.

3. Glissandos

Transitions between laryngeal mechanisms have
been explored with regard to the laryngeal mechanisms
the case of male singers, a transition from M1 to M2 usua
occurs in the higher part of their vocal range: cases where
vocalis muscle is tensed and subglottal pressure is h
~Miller, 2000!, hence the probability of a noticeable fre
quency jump ~Miller et al., 2002; Roubeau, 1993; Sve
et al., 1999! and of a decrease of vocal intensity~Roubeau,
1993!. The transition between laryngeal mechanisms
also be detected by an amplitude change in the envelop
the EGG and DEGG signal~Henrich et al., 2003; Roubeau
et al., 1987!.

A glissando sung by tenor T2 with noticeable frequen
jumps is presented in Fig. 5. The transition M1→M2 goes
with a frequency jump of 3 semitones~F4#→A4!, and the
transition M2→M1 goes with a frequency jump of 5–
semitones~F4→C4!. These results are in agreement w
those obtained from three tenors by Milleret al. ~2002! in
studying the characteristic leap interval from chest regis
~M1! to falsetto~M2!.

These pitch jumps go together with noticeable jumps
open quotient. During the transition M1→M2, open quotient
varies from 0.4 to 0.62 within approximately 300 ms, a
this slow variation precedes the jump in frequency. Sim
observations were made by Milleret al. ~2002!, who found
that the variation in open quotient lasted about 100 ms.
variation of open quotient for the transition M2→M1 is simi-

FIG. 4. Vowel @a# sung by counter tenor CT1 on the same pitch~D4! in
mechanisms 1 and 2. From top to bottom panels: acoustic signal on a
frequency space, vocal intensity, and open quotient.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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sudden.

In classical singing, singers who need to develop th
vocal range over the two laryngeal mechanisms~such as
male and female altos! learn how to ‘‘smooth’’ the transition
from one mechanism to another, so as to avoid any not
able timbre discontinuity in the melodic line. This is be
illustrated by counter tenor CT1, whose glissando is p
sented in Fig. 6: the frequency jump is unnoticeable. B
transitions are characterized by a noticeable decrease in
cal intensity and high-frequency spectral energy, and b

e-

FIG. 5. Glissando sung by tenor T2. From top to bottom panels: acou
signal in a time-frequency space, vocal intensity, fundamental freque
and open quotient. The open-quotient measures for which glottal ope
and closing peaks are unique are plotted with thick dots. Information ab
the measures obtained while the peaks are imprecise or double is give
the broken line. The two vertical lines indicate the transition between lar
geal mechanisms M1 and M2. Their placement is based on the pitch j
detection and the amplitude change in the EGG and DEGG signal.

FIG. 6. Glissando sung by counter tenor CT1. From top to bottom pan
acoustic signal in a time-frequency space, vocal intensity, fundamental
quency, and open quotient. The open-quotient measures for which gl
opening and closing peaks are unique are plotted with thick dots. Infor
tion about the measures obtained while the peaks are imprecise or dou
given by the broken line. The two vertical lines indicate the transition
tween laryngeal mechanisms M1 and M2. Their placement is based on
amplitude change in the EGG and DEGG signals.
1421Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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change in the EGG and DEGG overall amplitude. Nevert
less, the transitions are barely audible at first listening. T
open quotient varies from 0.62 to 0.78 at the transit
M1→M2 and from 0.76 to 0.6 at the transition M2→M1.
The open-quotient variations are reduced as compared to
case of the tenor T2, but they are still noticeable. A stro
negative correlation can be observed between open quo
and fundamental frequency in M2. Such a tendency is fo
for all the glissandos sung by this singer, the other t
counter tenors, the two tenors~see for instance Fig. 5!, and
the three sopranos. This point will be addressed later in S
III C.

The open-quotient variation close to a transition of
ryngeal mechanisms is a common feature observed for al
singers, male and female. The amplitude of the jump ran
from 0.1 to 0.3. An extensive quantitative analysis of t
open-quotient jump in glissandos is beyond the scope of
present study, and we will see in the following sections t
many factors contribute to a variation of open quotient.

B. Open quotient and vocal intensity

The measures presented here result from the analys
crescendos–decrescendos and sustained vowels sung a
degrees of loudness, performed at various pitches cove
the singer’s vocal range, and the analysis ofAve Mariamu-
sical phrases.

1. Crescendos –decrescendos and sustained vowels

A crescendo–descrescendo sung by baritone B1 on
vowel @a# at pitch C4~260 Hz! is shown in Fig. 7. A strong
correlation between open quotient and vocal intensity can
observed: the greater the vocal intensity, the lower the o
quotient. A 20-dB increase of vocal intensity goes along w
a decrease of open quotient from 0.7 to 0.5. It goes al
with a spectral enhancement of the first formant region
an increase of the harmonic richness in the high-freque
part of the spectrum. This crescendo–decrescendo was
duced in mechanism 1. A crescendo in mechanism 2 sun
soprano S1 is shown in Fig. 8. In this case, vocal inten

FIG. 7. Crescendo–decrescendo sung by the baritone B1 in mechani
vowel @a#, pitch C4.
1422 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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increases by about 10 dB and open quotient remains stab
about 0.7.

In both cases, pitch is kept constant, suppressing p
sible dependency between vocal intensity and fundame
frequency. As compared to ordinary speech, the singing te
nique comprises the ability to change from soft to loud wh
keeping the pitch constant, and to change pitch while ma
taining loudness under control. But, this is only true within
given pitch range. On a voice range profile or phonetogra
a strong correlation exists between the variations of vo
intensity and fundamental frequency~Gramming et al.,
1988; Liénard and Di Benedetto, 1999; Titze and Sundbe
1992!, though these two parameters can be modified loc
in an independent way. This general tendency is obser
here as well, as illustrated in Table III: the data resulti
from the analysis of crescendos–decrescendos and sust
vowels have been pooled across vocal intensity and fun
mental frequency, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient
tween these two variables has been calculated, with the
ryngeal mechanism and the vowel as additional parame
The correlation between vocal intensity and fundamental
quency seems even stronger in mechanism 2 than in me
nism 1. A few exceptions to this general trend can, howev

1,

FIG. 8. Crescendo sung by the soprano S1 in mechanism 2, vowel@u#, pitch
C5.

TABLE III. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between vocal intensity a
fundamental frequency, in the case of sustained vowels and crescendos
in M1 and M2, for the three vowels@a#, @e#, and@u#. A strong correlation is
indicated in bold (r .0.70). A nonsignificant correlation is indicated by n.
(p>0.001). The corresponding degrees of freedom are given in Table V

M1 M2

Singer @a# @e# @u# Singer @a# @e# @u#

B1 0.73 0.47 0.75
B2 0.68 0.69 0.84 CT1 0.90 0.83 0.63
B3 0.52 0.55 0.47 CT2 0.60 0.68 0.64
B4 0.81 0.75 0.69 CT3 0.75 0.86 0.84
B5 0.50 0.62 0.73
B6 0.11 0.18 n.s. MS1 0.75 0.79 0.75
B7 0.72 0.22 0.23 MS2 0.70 0.93 0.92

MS3 0.86 0.80 0.86
T1 0.69 0.88 0.94
T2 0.45 0.60 0.59 S1 0.65 0.83 0.74

S2 0.78 0.85 0.87
CT1 0.64 0.49 0.66 S3 0.83 0.78 0.78
CT2 0.28 0.18 0.47
Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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FIG. 9. Vocal intensity as a function of open quotient in the case of mechanism 1 for the seven baritones, the two tenors, and two counter tenors. Tls
have been distinguished by using a gray scale. The lines correspond to the major axes for a given vowel.
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be noticed: baritone B6, baritone B7 for vowels@e# and @u#,
and counter tenor CT2 in mechanism 1.

While comparing open quotient and vocal intensity
different pitches, we should thus always keep in mind t
the variation of vocal intensity may be due to a variation
fundamental frequency. So as to take this possible underl
variation into account in the statistical analysis of our resu
we shall introduce a partial correlation coefficient~see the
Appendix!.

a. Vocal production in mechanism 1. Vocal intensity has
been plotted as a function of open quotient for each m
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005

ibution subject to ASA license or copyright; see http://acousticalsociety.org
t
t
f
g
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le

singer in mechanism 1, as shown in Fig. 9. The three vow
@a#, @e#, and @u# have been processed separately, but the
sulting measurements are plotted on the same figure.
each vowel, a regression line~or major axis! between open
quotient and vocal intensity is plotted on the figure. Table
gives the corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients
partial correlation coefficients.

Vocal intensity ranges from 60–70 dB forpianosounds,
to 95–105 dB forforte sounds. The open quotient rang
from 0.3 to 0.9. It seldom goes below 0.5 for the singers
and CT1, and it seldom goes beyond 0.7 in the case of
1423Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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TABLE IV. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between open quotient a
vocal intensity, in the case of sustained vowels and crescendos sun
mechanism 1 and for the 3 vowels@a#, @e#, and@u#. The partial correlation
coefficient is given in parentheses. A strong correlation is indicated in b
(r .0.70). A nonsignificant correlation is indicated by n.s. (p>0.001). The
corresponding degrees of freedom are given in Table VIII.

Singer @a# @e# @u#

B1 20.78 ~20.72! 20.43 ~20.48! 20.25 ~20.20!
B2 20.76 ~20.79! 20.83 ~20.76! 20.68 ~20.46!
B3 20.60 ~20.78! 20.62 ~20.83! 20.57 ~20.76!
B4 20.44 ~20.30! 20.49 ~20.41! 20.43 ~20.24!
B5 20.84 ~20.90! 20.76 ~20.65! 20.66 ~20.45!
B6 20.87 ~20.86! 20.84 ~20.83! 20.85 ~20.85!
B7 n.s.~n.s.! 20.21 ~20.43! 20.09 ~20.34!

T1 20.30 ~0.07! 20.43 ~n.s.! 20.08 ~20.12!
T2 20.60 ~20.71! 20.69 ~20.55! 20.49 ~20.31!

CT1 20.39 ~20.55! 20.33 ~20.26! 20.39 ~20.37!
CT2 20.75 ~20.92! 20.75 ~20.94! 20.57 ~20.77!
g-
ten

s

1424 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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baritone singers. The trend is similar for the six bariton
~B1 to B6!, the tenor T2, and the counter tenors CT1 a
CT2: the open quotient decreases as vocal intensity
creases. A strong partial correlation (r .0.70) is found for
singers B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, T2, and CT2 in the case
vowel @a#, for singers B2, B3, B6, and CT2 in the case
vowel @e#, and for singers B3, B6, and CT2 in the case
vowel @u#. The nature of the vowel may have an effect
glottal open phase, but this effect is not further explored
the present study.

The results of the two baritones B4 and B7 and of t
tenor T1 differ from those of the other singers. In the case
B4, the variations in open quotient are limited, ranging fro
0.35 to 0.5 whatever the pitch and vocal intensity. In the c
of B7, the open quotient ranges mainly from 0.4 to 0.55 a
it seldom goes beyond 0.6. For a given vocal intensity,
results of these two baritones are similar. In the case of
the variations of open quotient are limited, with values ran
ing from 0.65 to 0.85. Such values are much more of
found in the case of vocal production in mechanism 2.

b. Vocal production in mechanism 2. The measurement

d
in

ld
d the three
FIG. 10. Vocal intensity as a function of open quotient in the case of mechanism 2 for the three counter tenors, the three mezzo-sopranos, an
sopranos. The vowels have been distinguished by using a gray scale. The lines correspond to the major axes for a given vowel.
Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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of vocal intensity as a function of open quotient are shown
Fig. 10 for each singer in mechanism 2~the three counter
tenors, the three mezzo-sopranos, and the three sopra!.
Table V gives the corresponding Pearson correlation co
cients and partial correlation coefficients.

No strong correlation is observed. A change of sign
even observed between Pearson’s correlation coefficient
the partial correlation coefficient in the case of the th
counter tenors, the mezzo-soprano MS1, and the soprano
In the case of the three counter tenors, for instance, the t
is a decrease of open quotient with an increase of voca
tensity, with regard to the Pearson correlation coefficie
The opposite trend is found if the underlying variation
fundamental frequency is taken into account with the par
correlation coefficient. It could be explained by the stro
correlation between fundamental frequency and vocal in
sity ~a summary of the data is found in Table III!.

2. Analysis of sung phrases

The singers sang the first bars of Gounod’sAve Maria,
using various degrees of vocal loudness~piano, mezzo-forte,
and forte!. The mean and standard values of open quot
measured over the whole length of the musical sentence
given in Fig. 11 for mechanism 1 and Fig. 12 for mechani
2. In mechanism 1, the trend is similar to the one previou
observed in the case of crescendos–decrescendos and
tained vowels: the open quotient decreases when the v
intensity increases. Similarly to what was observed in
previous section, this trend is strong in the case of sing
B1, B2, B6, T2, and CT2, and it is not found in the case
singers B4, B7, and T1.

A paired samples t-test~Daudinet al., 1999! conducted
on the means shows that the decrease of open quotie
very significant between the piano and mezzo-forte prod
tions @ t(7)53.74, p,0.01# as well as between the mezz
forte and forte productions@ t(7)53.80, p,0.01#, if the re-
sults of singer T1 are not included in the test. If his resu
are included in the statistical analysis, the decrease of o
quotient with an increase of vocal intensity remains sign
cant @ t(8)53.41, p,0.01 for piano/mezzo-forte;t(8)
52.91,p,0.05 for mezzo-forte/forte#.

TABLE V. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between open quotient and
cal intensity, in the case of sustained vowels and crescendos sung in m
nism 2 and for the three vowels@a#, @e#, and @u#. The partial correlation
coefficient is given in parentheses. A strong correlation is indicated in b
(r .0.70). A nonsignificant correlation is indicated by n.s. (p>0.001). The
corresponding degrees of freedom are given in Table VIII.

Singer @a# @e# @u#

CT1 20.63~0.42! 20.55~0.27! 20.26~0.40!
CT2 20.44~0.07! 20.33~0.33! 20.29~0.29!
CT3 20.56~0.21! 20.50~0.44! 20.61~20.09!

MS1 n.s.~20.54! 0.33~20.31! 0.24~20.46!
MS2 0.44~0.22! 0.47~20.09! 0.49~0.23!
MS3 n.s.~20.41! n.s. ~20.30! n.s. ~20.29!

S1 0.06~0.68! 20.26~0.53! 20.10~0.64!
S2 20.42~0.07! 20.60~20.15! 20.64~n.s.!
S3 20.54~20.14! 20.39~20.37! 20.53~20.41!
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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In mechanism 2, great differences of behavior are
served across singers, and, in each case, these beha
agree with the trend pointed out by the partial correlat
coefficient in the case of crescendos–decrescendos and
tained vowels. A decrease of open quotient with an incre
of vocal intensity is found for singers MS1, MS3, and S3. O
the contrary, an increase of open quotient with vocal int
sity is found for singers CT3 and S1. No noticeable tre
comes out for singers CT2 in mechanism 2, MS2, and
No statistical difference is found for open quotient betwe
the three degrees of loudness@ t(8)50.53,p.0.5 for piano/

-
ha-

ld

FIG. 11. Vocal intensity as a function of open quotient measured from
phraseAve Maria of Gounod, sung with three different degrees of voc
loudness~piano, mezzo-forte, and forte! in the case of mechanism 1 for si
baritones, the two tenors, and one counter tenor. The bars give the sta
deviations for both parameters. No result can be given in the case of
tone B3, for whom the three corresponding DEGG signals present a dou
peak feature at glottal opening almost throughout the phrase.

FIG. 12. Vocal intensity as a function of open quotient measured on
sentenceAve Mariaof Gounod, sung with three different degrees of voc
loudness~piano, mezzo-forte, and forte! in the case of mechanism 2 for th
three counter tenors, the three mezzo-sopranos, and the three soprano
bars give the standard deviations for both parameters.
1425Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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mezzo-forte; t(8)50.21, p.0.5 for mezzo-forte/forte#,
whereas vocal intensity varies significantly@ t(8)56.12, p
,0.001 for piano/mezzo-forte;t(8)54.60, p,0.01 for
mezzo-forte/forte#.

C. Open quotient and fundamental frequency

As shown in Fig. 6, a strong correlation between op
quotient and fundamental frequency can be observed on
glissando sung by counter tenor CT1 in mechanism 2.
though less obvious, such a correlation can also be obse
in the case of the glissando sung by tenor T2 in mechanis
~see Fig. 5!. This correlation seems to depend on the lary
geal mechanism, as it is not found in the parts of the gliss
dos sung in mechanism 1. We will now try to character
this correlation between open quotient and fundamental
quency with regard to the laryngeal mechanisms, in ana
ing the measurements made on the sustained vowels an
crescendos–decrescendos sung at different pitches. It sh
be mentioned that, in the present study, the glissandos w
only used to illustrate the relation between open quotient
fundamental frequency, and that the corresponding data h
not been used for statistical analysis. Indeed, the glissan
have not been recorded for the purpose of proper statis
analysis, and in particular, the frequency range and the vo
have been left to the singer’s choice, which implies that
glissandos do not cover the whole frequency range of a g
singer in a given laryngeal mechanism. In addition, we w
interested to see whether different loudness conditions wo
affect the relation, and this point could not be studied
glissandos, where the loudness is less easily controlled
the singer.

1. Crescendos –decrescendos and sustained vowels

a. Vocal production in mechanism 1. Table VI gives
Pearson’s correlation coefficients and partial correlation
efficients between open quotient and fundamental freque
in the case of the male singers in mechanism 1. Gener
speaking, no strong correlation is found betweenOq and f 0 .
Nevertheless, ‘‘singer-dependent’’ behavior can be noticed
high positive partial correlation is found betweenOq and f 0

TABLE VI. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between open quotient a
fundamental frequency, in the case of sustained vowels and crescendos
in mechanism 1 and for the three vowels@a#, @e#, and @u#. The partial cor-
relation coefficient is given in parentheses. A strong correlation is indica
in bold (r .0.70). A nonsignificant correlation is indicated by n.s. (p
>0.001). The corresponding degrees of freedom are given in Table VI

Singer @a# @e# @u#

B1 20.47~0.22! n.s. ~0.24! 20.15~n.s.!
B2 20.29~0.45! 20.51~0.15! 20.57~n.s.!
B3 0.13~0.64! 0.12~0.71! 0.19~0.63!
B4 20.34~n.s.! 20.30~0.11! 20.39~20.15!
B5 20.12~0.62! 20.53~20.11! 20.56~20.15!
B6 20.11~n.s.! 20.15~n.s.! 20.11~20.13!
B7 n.s.~n.s.! 0.60~0.68! 0.67~0.71!

T1 20.50~20.42! 20.49~20.27! n.s. ~0.10!
T2 n.s.~0.49! 20.51~20.17! 20.44~20.22!

CT1 n.s.~0.42! 20.22~n.s.! 20.18~n.s.!
CT2 0.32~0.83! 0.46~0.90! 0.20~0.65!
1426 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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A

in the case of baritones B3 and B7, and counter tenor C
for whom an increase of fundamental frequency goes
gether with an increase in open quotient. In the case of s
ers B3 and CT2, this effect of an increase in open quoti
together with an increase of fundamental frequency is co
pensated for by the effect of an underlying increase of vo
intensity ~related to a decrease in open quotient in M1!, as
Pearson’s correlation is low whereas partial correlation
high.

b. Vocal production in mechanism 2. Table VII gives the
Pearson correlation coefficients and partial correlation co
ficients between open quotient and fundamental frequenc
the case of the counter tenors in mechanism 2, the me
sopranos, and the sopranos. A strong correlation betweenOq

and f 0 is observed in the case of the three counter tenors
the sopranos S1 and S2, which confirms the observat
made on the glissandos. An increase of fundamental
quency goes along with a decrease of open quotient.
correlation is found in the case of soprano S3. The mez
sopranos present an inverse correlation, i.e., an increas
open quotient with an increase of fundamental frequency,
this effect is not strong.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. A strong dependency on laryngeal mechanisms

The results converge to confirm that the open quotien
dependent on the laryngeal mechanism used during the v
production: open quotient values are lower in mechanism
than in mechanism 2. These differences may reflect
physiological differences between both laryngeal mec
nisms, with regard to the thickness, the vibratory length, a
the tension of the vocal folds. Thus, one can infer that,
those studies where the open quotient is a parameter o
terest, it is of great importance to specify the larynge
mechanism in which the voiced sound is produced.

The results of tenor T1 are surprising, as no differenc
found between M1 and M2~see Fig. 3!. His vocal production
is often considered as ‘‘voix mixte’’ ~mixed voice! by his
singing teachers. The analysis of his vocal production sho
that this singer is always using high values of open quoti

d
ung

d

TABLE VII. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between open quotient a
fundamental frequency, in the case of sustained vowels and crescendos
in mechanism 2 and for the three vowels@a#, @e#, and @u#. The partial cor-
relation coefficient is given in parentheses. A strong correlation is indica
in bold (r .0.70). A nonsignificant correlation is indicated by n.s. (p
>0.001). The corresponding degrees of freedom are given in Table VI

Singer @a# @e# @u#

CT1 20.82~20.74! 20.78~20.69! 20.74~20.77!
CT2 20.79~20.73! 20.73~20.73! 20.71~20.71!
CT3 20.85~20.78! 20.75~20.73! 20.69~20.41!

MS1 0.36~0.62! 0.61~0.61! 0.63~0.71!
MS2 0.42~0.18! 0.53~0.31! 0.44~n.s.!
MS3 0.26~0.47! 0.37~0.45! 0.22~0.35!

S1 20.57~20.80! 20.60~20.71! 20.60~20.79!
S2 20.59~20.46! 20.64~20.30! 20.73~20.46!
S3 20.57~20.26! 20.20~0.17! 20.37~0.08!
Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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(Oq>0.7), even during the glissandos with noticeable vo
breaks. This result suggests that, in the case of this tenor
so-calledvoix mixte could be characterized by the use
mechanism 1 but with unusually high values of open q
tient so as to mimic the voice quality of mechanism 2. F
ther investigation is needed to characterize this vocal prod
tion, which is presently under study~Castellengoet al.,
2004; Chuberre, 2000; Expert, 2003!.

Can the open quotient be considered as an indicato
the laryngeal mechanism? In most cases, the laryn
mechanism predicts the open-quotient range. Neverthe
the results of tenor T1 show that the open-quotient mea
alone does not suffice to determine which laryngeal mec
nism is involved in a given vocal production. Indeed, there
a degree of overlap between theOq ranges corresponding t
laryngeal mechanisms M1 and M2. For this purpose, op
quotient measurement should be combined with other me
of characterization, such as listening to and analysis of
acoustic signal, and visualization of EGG or DEGG signa

B. Correlation between open quotient and vocal
intensity in M1

The results show that vocal intensity tends to be ne
tively correlated with open quotient in mechanism 1, f
singing exercises ~sustained vowels and crescendo
decrescendos!, as well as for one musical sentence. Th
trend is not found in the case of mechanism 2, where
opposite trend can even be observed for some singers.

These results are in agreement with the observation
Dromey et al. ~1992!; Holmberget al. ~1988!; Kitzing and
Sonesson~1974!; Orlikoff ~1991!; Sundberget al. ~1999b!;
and Timckeet al. ~1958!. As these previous studies we
conducted with different exploratory methods~high-speed
cinematography, photoglottography, electroglottograp
inverse-filtered glottal flow!, it underlines the agreemen
found between these methods and the measurement me
based on the derivative of the EGG signal in the case
singing.

An increase in vocal intensity results from many facto
and these results suggest that the strategies used for inc
ing vocal intensity in mechanism 1 differ in some aspe
from the ones used in mechanism 2. Whichever laryng
mechanism is considered, an increase in vocal intensity g
erally results from an increase of subglottal pressure~Gauffin
and Sundberg, 1989; Holmberget al., 1988; Isshiki, 1964;
Karlsson, 1986; Ladefoged and McKinney, 1963; Lecuit a
Demolin, 1998a,b; Schutte, 1980; Sundberget al., 1993;
Tanaka and Gould, 1983; Titze and Sundberg, 1992!. On the
other hand, the activity of the vocalis muscle is strong
dependent on the laryngeal mechanism involved~Hirano,
1982; Roubeau, 1993!. In mechanism 1, the vocalis contra
tion directly affects the glottal vibratory movement, and th
can have an impact on vocal intensity. In the highest par
mechanism 1, this muscle reaches its physiological limit
contraction. Thus, in mechanism 2, the tension of this mus
is reduced, whereas the crico-thyroid muscles are more
vated ~Hirano, 1982!. The decrease in open quotient o
served in mechanism 1 may thus be induced by the cont
tion of the vocalis muscle when vocal intensity is increas
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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This hypothesis accounts for the results obtained in mec
nism 2, where the action of the vocalis muscle is limited a
no correlation is found between open quotient and vocal
tensity.

C. Correlation between open quotient and
fundamental frequency in M2

In mechanism 2, a strong correlation between open q
tient and fundamental frequency is found in the case of
counter tenors and the sopranos: an increase of fundam
frequency goes along with a decrease of open quotient
mechanism 1, the open quotient seems not to be correlate
fundamental frequency. These results are in agreement
the observations made by Howard~1995!; Howard et al.
~1990!, who noticed a decrease of open quotient with
increase of fundamental frequency in the case of trained
male singers, and no correlation between these two par
eters in the case of male singers. A comparison between
vious studies and the present findings suggests that
gender differences reported in those studies can in fac
ascribed to a difference in the laryngeal mechanism
volved, as also suggested by Holmberget al. ~1989!: male
subjects generally phonate in mechanism 1; female subj
more often phonate in mechanism 2.

Howard~1995! found that the correlation between ope
quotient and fundamental frequency observed on fem
singers is dependent on vocal training. The correlation
weak for the untrained female singers and it increases w
the years of training. This could explain the results obtain
in the case of the three mezzo-sopranos, who are not pro
sional singers and had fewer years of training than the o
singers recorded for this study.

In a few cases for male singers in M1, an increase
open quotient goes with an increase of fundamental
quency. This trend has already been observed by Child
et al. ~1990!; Cookman and Verdolini~1999!; Hansonet al.
~1990!; Holmberg et al. ~1989!; and Kitzing and Sonesso
~1974!. However, the fundamental frequency is often high
correlated with the vocal intensity. As the open quotient d
creases with an increase of vocal intensity in mechanism
this effect may compensate for an increase due to fundam
tal frequency and reduce in most cases the correlation
tweenOq and f 0 .

D. Smoothing the transition between laryngeal
mechanisms

As shown in Fig. 6, counter tenor CT1 managed
smooth the transition between laryngeal mechanis
whereas the glissando sung by tenor T2~see Fig. 5! is a good
illustration of an abrupt transition. Prior to the transitio
(M1→M2), the major difference between the two cases
that the counter tenor sings at a lower vocal intensityI
.72 dB) and has higher open-quotient values~between 0.6
<Oq<0.7) than the tenor (I .95 dB and 0.4<Oq<0.5).
The correlation between vocal intensity and open quotien
M1 implies that a decrease of vocal intensity in M1 close
the laryngeal mechanism transition goes along with an
crease of open quotient. If the open-quotient values betw
1427Henrich et al.: Glottal open quotient in singing
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M1 and M2 are similar, the jump in open quotient at t
transition is then reduced. This may help the singer to av
the jump in fundamental frequency, and thus any percep
voice break. Therefore, it seems that the smoothing of a t
sition between laryngeal mechanisms results from a lowe
of vocal intensity prior to the transition and an increase
open quotient, so as to reach the value range which is c
mon to both mechanisms.

This ‘‘smoothing’’ technique can be used by any skille
singer, e.g., tenor T2, who can also sing the glissandos w
out any voice breaks.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, 18 trained male and female singers w
recorded and their vocal production was analyzed with
gard to the open quotient and its correlation with vocal
tensity and fundamental frequency. This study shows the
portance of taking into account the laryngeal mechanism
which the vocal sound is produced. The open quotient ca
seen as an indicator of the laryngeal mechanism withi
given voice production. Lower values of open quotient a
usually found in mechanism 1, as compared to mechanis
the open quotient ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 in mechanism 1
from 0.5 to 0.95 in mechanism 2. Yet, one should not r
solely on the values of open quotient to determine wh
laryngeal mechanism is used as there is a degree of ove
between theOq ranges corresponding to laryngeal mech
nisms M1 and M2. Listening to the corresponding sou
samples can provide additional information and help to ch
acterize a given vocal production. Nevertheless, the ear
sometimes be tricked by the vocal technique of the sin
For this reason, a combination of analysis, listening, a
measuring of open quotient and other acoustical and E
parameters is usually required to determine which laryng
mechanism is being used.

The link between open quotient and vocal intensity d
pends on the laryngeal mechanism. In mechanism 1,
tend to be correlated: the greater the vocal intensity,
lower the open quotient. No correlation is found in mech
nism 2. This effect could result from the activity of the v
calis muscle, which is reduced in mechanism 2 as compa
to mechanism 1.

In the same way, the link between open quotient a
fundamental frequency is also dependent on the laryn
mechanisms. There tends to be a correlation in mechanis
the higher the fundamental frequency, the lower the o
quotient. This correlation varies a bit from subject to subje
It is especially strong in the case of the counter tenors.
correlation was found in mechanism 1.

Another repeated observation is the large amount
variation across subjects. The same observation had alr
been made by Schutte~1980! when studying vocal effi-
ciency. Differences in behavior are noticeable among sing
within the same tessitura as well as between tessituras
particular, only two tenors were recorded and their behav
diverged markedly. It would be of great interest to reco
more singers within a given tessitura, in order to genera
the trends observed in the present study.
1428 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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APPENDIX: PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Given the variablesx andy measured forn samples and
their mean valuesx̄ and ȳ, Pearson’s correlation coefficien
r xy is given by

r xy5

1

n (
i 51

n

~xi2 x̄!~yi2 ȳ!

AS 1

n (
i 51

n

~xi2 x̄!2D S 1

n (
i 51

n

~yi2 ȳ!2D
.

It happens that the measured correlation between
variablesx andy is due to the underlying variation of a thir
variablez ~Saporta, 1990!. In this case, the calculation of
partial correlation coefficient should help to eliminate th
underlying variation. The partial correlation coefficient b
tween the variablesx and y which takes into account the
underlying variation of the variablez is given by Dagnelie
~1975! and Jolicoeur~1991!

r xy•z5
r xy2r xzr yz

A~12r xz
2 !~12r yz

2 !
.

In our study, fundamental frequency and vocal intens
are strongly correlated, which could bias the correlation c
culated between open quotient and these two variables. T
the calculation of a partial correlation coefficient helps
factor out the effect of this strong correlation.

The degrees of freedom corresponding to the correla
coefficients are given in Table VIII. In each case, the deg
of freedom is very high, being greater than 200.
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MS3 392 660 382
T1 15 020 11 808 12 729
T2 3 771 3 237 2 985 S1 9 236 9 364 10 03

S2 13 022 12 742 14 421
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